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                    Abstract
Conventional malicious webpage detection methods use blacklists in order to decide whether a webpage is malicious or not. The blacklists are generally maintained by third-party organizations. However, keeping a list of all malicious Web sites and updating this list regularly is not an easy task for the frequently changing and rapidly growing number of webpages on the web. In this study, we propose a novel context-sensitive and keyword density-based method for the classification of webpages by using three supervised machine learning techniques, support vector machine, maximum entropy, and extreme learning machine. Features (words) of webpages are obtained from HTML contents and information is extracted by using feature extraction methods: existence of words, keyword frequencies, and keyword density techniques. The performance of proposed machine learning models is evaluated by using a benchmark data set which consists of one hundred thousand webpages. Experimental results show that the proposed method can detect malicious webpages with an accuracy of 98.24%, which is a significant improvement compared to state-of-the-art approaches.
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